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The latest social pandemic in 
these changing times seems to be a 
lack of willingness to get involved in 
running or helping in organisations. 
A few do it all and it gets hard. Of 
course, not everyone can commit 
to full time support, but small 
contributions do help, so please 
consider what you could do. Self-
help, after all, is the ethos of u3a. 

On the positive side, we have 
three new groups for the autumn 
and plans for more. We also have a 
small but helpful list of members 
who did give their time to wave the 
u3a flag in the Harrow on the Hill, 
May Day and HAC Jubilee events, 
for which we are most grateful. They 
are also helping with the social side 
of monthly meetings by serving 
coffee. 

We are all waiting to see what 
Morrisons and the Council arrange 
between them about parking. HAC 
users, with u3a members being 
most prominent, attended the 
meeting, details of which were sent 
out but in case you couldn’t read 
them; Morrisons came up with an 
offer of 4 hours parking for HAC 
users who register their vehicle 
numbers. This could prove difficult 
and it does not address all the 
problems. However, it’s a start. We 
await developments and will let you 
know as soon as we do. 

Our newly styled website looks 
wonderful and we hope it will prove 
attractive to younger prospective 
members. However, word of mouth 
still seems to be the most effective 
means of recruitment. New younger 
members mean new skills and 
enthusiasms which revitalise us all. 

Although hybrid meetings are 

proving problematical, we are 
committed to continuing them to 
cater for those members who are 
unable to attend meetings 
physically. This is the current 
inclusive attitude that is practised 
in the wider world. However, we will 
discuss how we should proceed in 
the future. 

The Everyone Active programme 
is developing; this will offer physical 
activities in conjunction with the 
council plans. There seems to be an 
enthusiasm for these activities 
which of course helps with mental 
health. Watch this space. 

Please do read the rest of the 
newsletter that has been put 
together with such care by Stephen 
Dorff; it will save you phone calls of 
enquiry and inform you of future 
plans. I will end with a paeon to all 
the hard working members of the 
committee and group leaders who 
keep us going and thriving. So much 
pleasure and friendship is 
generated by Harrow u3a, long may 
it last. 

Anne Gerrard 
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Hello everyone, 

You will have noticed a small 
change in the layout of the front 
page and I have also included a 
photo on the back page of the Red 
Arrows fly-past celebrating the  
Queen’s platinum jubilee. I hope you 
like it. Please contact me if you have 
any suggestions on how the 
Newsletter might be improved 
further. 

Although Covid hasn’t gone 
away, most restrictions have been 
lifted and we are able to meet again 
at Harrow Arts Centre. We respect 
the fact that some extremely 
vulnerable members feel reluctant 
to attend a busy venue in person, 
but it seems that too many 
members can’t be bothered and 
remain in some sort of Covid-
induced limbo. For the sake of your 
own well-being, physically and 
mentally, please don’t crawl back 
into a hole and stagnate, but come 
and join in with the world again. 

Following that vein, in Study 
Group News (pages 7-9) there are 
several proposals for new groups, 
including subjects as diverse as 
Virgil to Karaoke and several others. 
There is a plea for more members to 
join the group learning Spanish 
Grammar, so as to avoid its closure. 
Our Choir has a new choirmaster 
and more choristers are invited to 
join. There are also proposals for 
groups to learn Circus Skills, how to 
Sleep Well and to take up Sport and 
Exercise with Everyone Active at 
Harrow Leisure Centre. 

Why don’t you (yes, you, not the 
neighbour next door) try out 
something new to expand your 
knowledge or fitness, learn new skills 
and to meet new people? By doing 
so, not only will you benefit but you 
will be helping to ensure the 
continuity of Harrow u3a. 

I would like to draw your 
attention to Poetry Corner on page 
7. Although Brian wrote this in 2016 
about times long past, it is so 
prescient of the current news and 
worthy of reflection. Indeed, my own 
paternal grandparents arrived in 
London in 1906 having escaped 
from Ukraine after a Russian pogrom 
in 1905 (at the time the most recent 
of pogroms and persecution going 
back many centuries). 

Stephen Dorff 

Please submit articles as Word (or 
similar) text files attached to an 
email, or as text in the body of the 
email. Please include the article 
title in the Subject line of the 
email. Photos should be high 
resolution .jpg files separately 
attached to the email, not as 
pictures embedded in the text. 

The Editor reserves the right to edit 
the length of Notices and Articles to 
fit in the space available. Wherever 
possible the Author will be consulted 
beforehand, but the Editor’s decision 
is final. 
Opinions expressed in the Newsletter 
do not necessarily reflect policies of 
Harrow u3a or of the Third Age Trust. 
Copyright: Material in the Newsletter 
and Diary is copyright of Harrow u3a 
or of an individual where so identified. 
Articles or parts of them may be 
copied but only with prior permission 
of the Management Committee and 
we ask that the source is 
acknowledged. If you are submitting 
material copied from other sources, 
please first ensure that it is free from 
copyright restrictions. 
Data Protection: Any information 
supplied to the Editor, including 
personal details, will be held and 
maintained on a computer for as long 
a period as is reasonable for the 
purposes of correspondence and 
contact. 
Privacy: The lists of Management 
Committee Members and Tours & 
Visits Committee Members and other 
personal details contained in the 
Newsletter are for the use of Harrow 
u3a members only and are not to be 
distributed or used for general mailing 
lists. 

Please send Notices, Articles 
and Photos to 

newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk 
BEFORE 

FRIDAY 11TH  NOVEMBER 

Editorial 

HARROW u3a WEBSITE 
Want to know what’s on? — The Notice Board page will give you news and 
information which has become available since the publication of the newsletter, 
plus reminders of planned events month by month. 
Can’t lay your hands on your printed copy of the newsletter? — You needn’t 
worry – it’s there on our website and so is the Study Group Diary. You will also find 
links to important documents such as our Constitution, Standing Orders, AGM 
Minutes and much more. 
Don’t miss out – Go to www.harrowu3a.co.uk or, even better, make it your Home 
Page. 

Website Editor: Tony Kaye 020 8420 6557 

mailto:newsletter.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk?subject=Newsletter
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Talks are on the last Thursday of the month at 10.30 a.m. These talks will normally be at Hatch End Suites 1 & 2 
at the Harrow Arts Centre. For those who are unable to attend, talks will be simultaneously 'broadcast' via Zoom 
commencing promptly at 10.30am. Details on how to join the Zoom meetings will be issued by email nearer to each 
due date. Helen West 

Thu. 29th September 2022 - Paul Barwick - Georghi Markov and the Poison Umbrella Murder 
With a background of 34 years as a Police Officer and an interest in national security and counter terrorism, Paul 

Barwick recounts the history of this case, an extraordinary story of murder and revenge. In 1978 Bulgarian journalist 
Georghi Markov was assassinated on Waterloo Bridge with a microscopic pellet containing the deadly toxin Ricin, 
fired from a modified umbrella supplied by the KGB. 
Thu. 27th October 2022 - Chris Truran - DABS and DNA Detects Criminals 

Chris joined the Metropolitan Police in 1975, first training as a Scenes of Crime Officer (SOCO), and over 38 years 
examined more than 25,000 crime scenes from shoplifting to murder. His talk covers the development of 
fingerprints, from the first burglar being arrested using this method to the development, and use of DNA in 1984.  He 
also covers the Tsunami, Lockerbie, James Hanratty and the Brighton Bombing. 
Thu. 24th November 2022 - David Allen - Manners Please, Dearest! (A ‘Zoom only’ talk) 

Welcome to the extraordinary world of Victorian etiquette.  You are all invited to attend a Victorian finishing 
school for young ladies, where you will discover the “Dos and Don’ts” of courtship, calling cards, dinner party 
etiquette and the mysterious language of the fan.  Great Fun! 

For this talk you are kindly asked to have to hand during the talk (which is interactive): a paperback book;  a cup 
(ideally with a saucer);  a teaspoon; a fan (if no fan is available then not to worry, a folded-up piece of paper will do 
fine) - all will be revealed during the talk. 

Monthly Speakers 

COUNTRY WALKS 
Third Thursday of the month. Walks are approx. 8 miles 

Dates for September-December 2022 
15th Sept 22nd Sept* 20th Oct  17th Nov  15thDec 

The walks in the countryside often involve hills and footpaths or trails that are 
muddy in places, so a reasonable level of fitness is assumed. Stout walking boots 
or footwear are essential and walking poles can be useful. 

Various members volunteer to lead walks. Each walk has been thoroughly 
reconnoitred by the leader. Public transport is used to get to the start of the 
walks and to return home. Not all our walks are circular; on a linear walk we return 
from a different station. 

Details to confirm route and transport arrangements will be circulated by email about 10 days before the date of 
each walk, to those who have confirmed that they wish to walk. We have lunch at a pub on the route and we usually 
have to choose from the menu in advance.  
If you are new to the walks and would like to be on the email distribution list for this group, please click HERE to 

contact Vivienne Gould by email, or phone 020 8907 8099 or mobile 07803 728616 

WALKING IS A GREAT WAY TO BE ACTIVE – SO WHY NOT COME ALONG FOR A SOCIABLE DAY AND ENJOY THE 
BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE SO CLOSE TO WHERE WE LIVE. 

*STEP OUT AROUND LONDON* 
*To celebrate u3a’s 40th Anniversary, u3a London Region will be collectively walking all 230 miles around the 

capital this September. The route will take in the Capital Ring and the London Loop and will take place between 
12th -23rd September. To correspond with our usual third Thursday , on 15th  September, Harrow u3a will be walking 
the 8.5  mile section of the London Loop from Moor Park to Stanmore (There is an opt out link to Hatch End half 
way through this walk) 

**To help fill in the gaps, we have volunteered an extra walk, on 22nd September, when we will be walking the 
5  mile section of the Capital Ring from Greenford to South Kenton. This should attract extra walkers who can’t 
manage our longer walks. 

We have been asked to wear something conspicuous and arrange local news coverage to showcase the many 
activities and to challenge the negative perceptions of older adults. There is no age limit to walking!!! 

Walks 

mailto:viviennegould2@hotmail.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Walks
tel:020%C2%A08907%C2%A08099
tel:07803728616
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u3a SUNDAY GROUP AUTUMN 2022 
You are invited to come with us on the outings this term, normally on the third Sunday of the month, 

for mainly free walks or visits to places of interest in and around Harrow and London. More information 
on each months’ outing will be in the monthly email sent out. Due to illness, we only have three leaders 
at the moment. If anyone is interested in joining our team to lead one of the once-a-month outings 
each term, please do let me know   To email Sheilah Lowe please click HERE 
 
SEPTEMBER 18th  AQUADROME, RICKMANSWORTH 

This is a free walk, around Rickmansworth lakes: 1½ miles – a peaceful walk around three lakes, 
over rivers, along the canal and beside a stream, on what was once a busy gravel extraction site. As 

well as water-skiing, canoeing and sailing, this popular area has a number of attractive walks around 
the lakes or along the River Colne and Grand Union Canal. 

We will meet at 1.00 for lunch at the Aquadrome Café, or, for the walk only, at 2.00 at the café.  
Please phone Sue Thomas on 020 8869 0575 by September 5th to let us know you are coming. 
 
OCTOBER 16th  SERPENTINE WALK AND ART GALLERY 
This is a self-guided free walk. Hyde Park is the largest Royal Park in central London covering 

over 5000 acres, stretching from Hyde Park Corner to Kensington Gardens. The Serpentine Bridge 
marks the boundary with Kensington Gardens with the upper western part of the lake being called the 

Long Water. In addition to the 4000 trees, plants, flowers, meadows, bridle paths and miles of walks, 
the park contains many attractions including the Serpentine, the world’s first artificial recreational lake, 
the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain and the Serpentine Gallery. 
We will meet at the Serpentine Bar and Gallery at 1.00 pm and start the walk from there at 2.00 pm. 
There is no information available yet as to what the art gallery will be exhibiting.  
Please phone Judy Loffman on 020 8427 2294 by October 3rd to let us know you are coming. 

 
NOVEMBER 20th  THE DESIGN MUSEUM 

The top-floor space under the museum roof houses a permanent display, Designer Maker User, 
with key objects from the museum's collection. On the ground floor, the largest gallery in the new 

Design Museum showcases a programme of temporary exhibitions. Accessible from both Kensington 
High Street and Holland Park, the atrium acts as an events space. A main staircase from the atrium gives 
access to all floors and offers views to the first and second floors and the hyperbolic paraboloid roof.  A 
restaurant, members’ lounge, residency studio and an events and gallery space are also located on the 
top floor  

Meet at 1.00m for lunch at the Museum, or at 2.00 at the entrance to the Museum for the visit only. 
Please phone Pam Lea 020 8907 2545 to let us know you are coming, 
 
DECEMBER 11th  CASA MIA CHRISTMAS MEAL 
Casa Mia Restaurant 455 Uxbridge Road, Hatch End, HA5 4JS 
This is NOT the third Sunday, which is too near Christmas. The Casa Mia serves excellent Italian 

food at a set price or choose your own menu.  
Please bring along any suggestions you may have for future outings, if you wish. 
We will need to book the tables by the 4th December. The meal will be at 1.30, meet at 1.00 at the 

Restaurant. 
Please phone Sheilah Lowe on 020 8861 3821 by November 29th to let us know you are coming. 

Sunday Group 

mailto:sheilahlowe2@sky.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Sunday%20Group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kensington_High_Street
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kensington_High_Street
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holland_Park
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_paraboloid
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Study Group News 

Sustainability and  
Climate Change 

Recently we joined in HAC’s Platinum Jubilee 
Celebrations with an exhibition about ways to save the 
planet by living more greenly and ways to help yourself 
by saving money. The exhibition was called “Our World: 
take a step to save it”. The topics we covered were 
transport, food waste, bio-diversity, saving energy, 
plastic recycling and we gave information to our visitors 
about what they could do today to make the world a 
better place. We also gave away wildflower seeds and 
tree saplings to encourage bees into people’s gardens. 

The group has also recently visited Woodoaks Farm 
in Denham to hear about the work of the Soil 
Association Land Trust and to see first hand how the 
farm is being returned to organic ways of working. 
Hedgerows are being replanted, field edges are being re
-wilded with flowers to allow insects and birds to 
flourish, a market garden and orchard are being planted 
to enable local people to have access to the food being 
grown. Visitors are welcome at the farm and can walk 
around and enjoy the outdoor café. Their website is 
woodoaksfarm.com. 

Our group meets on the first Monday of each month 
from 10.00- 12noon.  We are hoping to return fully to 
the HAC for our meetings, but occasionally they may be 
Hybrid Zoom meetings if the speaker lives outside the 
area. 

Our meetings this term will include topics on 
Hydrogen Fuel, Tiny Forests, Bio-diversity agreements 
between nations, and having a sustainable Christmas. 
We welcome new members to the group – please click 
HERE to email Jan, or contact us through our Facebook 
page Harrowu3aSustainabilityandClimateChange/
Facebook. 

History 
All are welcome: please click HERE to email Jim 

Niblett to be added to the list if you need to join us 
on Zoom but we hope to see as many as possible in 
person. 

September 19th – Michael Gilbert, who previously 
gave us his presentation on London Exhibitions, will 
“walk” us through the 17th century, including the Great 
Fire of London. 

October 17th – Rob Jones-Owen will tell us about the 
Pennant Family of north Wales. Their story includes 
slavery, slate and social mobility. 

November 21st – Peter Bates will give us the history 
of The Lunar Society, the “think-tank” of the 18th 
century, which gave impetus to the industrial revolution.  

December 19th – Still to be arranged. 

 
Repeat talk August 8th – At the last meeting of the 

History Group, Jo Livingston gave an extremely well 
received talk on Memory Boxes—Collections of objects 
relating to individuals, grave goods, time capsules and 
seed banks. 

Since this subject may be of wider interest, Jo has 
kindly agreed to repeat the presentation, on Zoom only, 
on Monday August 8th at 10am. The session is expected 
to last about an hour. Our Chair, Anne Gerrard, reviewed 
the talk as follows 

“A snapshot of past times and cultures, family 
memories, the anomalies of time capsules and 
dementia support. The huge range of uses and 
information is clearly explained in this fascinating 
presentation." 

All members are welcome to participate in this 
session. Anyone who does not normally attend History 
Group should request a link to the Zoom session by 
emailing Jim Niblett,  please click HERE 

Spanish Grammar 
Marilyn Kozack is in danger of closing her Spanish 

Grammar group owing to lack of students. This small 
group meets fortnightly on Tuesday afternoons on 
Zoom. If you would like to improve your knowledge and 
use of Spanish, please contact her on 020 8868 4054 

 Christine Melliott 

Choir 
After many years under the directorship of Vic 

Golding the u3a Choir has a new conductor, David 
Phelops. David is introducing the choir to some new 
music and new ways of vocalising using backing tracks, 
as well as continuing to part-sing with piano 
accompaniment. We would welcome more u3a 
members  to come and join us; we enjoy singing a 
varied repertoire of light classical pieces, songs from 
the musicals, jazzy numbers and more recent popular 
songs.  

We performed briefly at HAC’s Platinum Jubilee 
Celebrations and enjoyed singing to an audience once 
again. This Autumn we are going to be giving our first 
proper concert since the pandemic started and we are 
looking forward to that. 

In the pandemic many people found that singing was 
something they missed, and the choir is glad to be 
making music together once again and having fun. So 
why not come along on Tuesday morning at 10.30am to 
the Weald Room and give us a try.  All voices welcome 
especially men! 

See our diary entry for contact details. 

mailto:fleuraki@aol.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Sustainability%20&%20Climate%20Change
mailto:fleuraki@aol.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Sustainability%20&%20Climate%20Change
mailto:jim.niblett53@gmail.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20History%20group
mailto:jim.niblett53@gmail.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20History%20group
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Study Group News cont’d 

Suggestions for New Groups 
We are always interested in suggestions for starting 

new groups at Harrow u3a. Amongst possible subjects 
are: Antiques, another Garden Club, Geography, 
Geology, etc. 

Do you have a subject or special interest you wish to 
share with others? Then how about becoming a group 
leader either by starting a class at Harrow Arts Centre 
or at your home. If you cannot get to HAC or your home 
is inconvenient, then start one on Zoom. Help is 
available for you to set it up . 

If you have any ideas for a new group you would like 
to attend, please contact me and we will see what can 
be arranged. If we have enough interest in a subject, 
there may be an opportunity of starting a self-help 
group to learn together. 

Please click HERE to email Anne Gerrard 

Proposed New Group— 
Virgil’s Aeneid 

The plan is that the group will read and discuss the 
Aeneid, the epic poem by the Roman poet Virgil. We will 
meet fortnightly on Friday mornings from 10-12 at the 
group leader’s home in Pinner. We already have the 
names of six interested participants and have room for 
four more. Please phone me on 020 8866 2695 

Christine Elliott 

Release Your Inner Child 
The recent article in Third Age Matters (summer 

issue) on Sandbach u3a’s circus skills group had me 
jumping for joy. 

As well as the fun and thrill of learning something 
completely different, circus skills are also a great way to 
keep mind and body alert, improve balance and release 
the inner child.  What’s not to love? 

So if Sanbach u3a members can do it, why not 
Harrow u3a? If you would like to be part of a circus skills 
group let’s get together and see how we can make it 
happen here. To register your interest call me, Esther 
Aronsfeld 07855 251 255 or send me a text. And let’s 
get those plates spinning! 

Do you sleep well at night? Does it 
worry you when you don’t? 

When I practiced as a dentist for some 40 years ( I 
retired over 20 years ago), I used a form of hypnosis to 
relax my patients. 

To use hypnosis on patients , it was necessary to 
learn self hypnosis first, and as with all relaxation 
techniques, it became second nature to be able to put 

oneself to sleep. 
This is something which I practice to this day, and 

realising from chat among friends and other u3a 
members, this is something that many would welcome 
to help them when they cannot sleep. 

I have not taught nor practiced hypnosis in any form 
since I retired, but knowing that there are a number of 
you who do find trouble in sleeping I would be happy to 
take a small group, to start, show, explain and teach a 
simple method for you to use to relax and help sleep. 

I am still developing my ideas and think that with a 
group of 5-8 for about 2 sessions of an hour would be 
enough. Are there any members who would like to be 
guinea-pigs, and could start this in September. 

When you reply please note which times would suite 
you. I will make use of a room at HAC. 

Please click HERE to email Geoff Bard  

Proposed Reminiscence Group 
Chat in the Family History group often brings up 

reminiscences and there seems to be some interest in 
forming a specific group. 

Do you remember playing in the street? Did you 
have ink wells at school? What about porters at railway 
stations? Roneo copies and carbon paper, conductors 
on buses, trams and trolley buses, A and B buttons in 
red phone boxes, queuing at counters in Sainsbury’s? 
What about them? Or maybe your memories are very 
different – perhaps you grew up in a very rural location 
or another country? 

Would you like there to be a u3a reminiscence group 
in Harrow? If so, please contact: Diana Saperia on 020 
8907 2049 or please click HERE to email her. 

Sport & Exercise  
Would you like to improve your mobility and increase 

fitness? Are you interested in groups for Swimming, Tai 
Chi. Mobility Exercises or Badminton? 

Earlier this year, the committee was approached by 
Everyone Active (the company that runs Harrow Leisure 
Centre & Hatch End Swimming Pool) - they are keen to 
support local organisations such as u3a to engage in 
more regular activity. We sent out an email survey, and 
are working with them to see how to manage this. 

Thank you to those members who have already 
replied, we will be in touch as soon as we have a clear 
proposal. If you would also like to join in, please tell us 
which group(s) you would be interested in, and the days 
that are usually convenient for you. Please note that 
there will be an extra cost for these groups, which we 
will be keeping as low as possible. 

Please click HERE to email Kathy Westhead, or phone 
020 8422 9895 

mailto:study2.hu3a@yahoo.co.uk?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20New%20Groups
mailto:geoff.bard@aylmerdrive.co.uk?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Sleep
mailto:briansaperia@tiscali.co.uk?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Reminiscence
mailto:beacon.hu3a@yahoo.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Sport%20&%20Exercise
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Study Group News cont’d Poetry Corner 

London, East End Echoes 
Strange voices from the tenements would vie 
with barkers in the East End streets below. 
Survivors lived with hope and humour, often wry, 
from times of darker days 
and stricken lives in Europe, further east. 

Weekday costermongers, cries and the rattle of 
steel-shod hooves on cobbles in the street 
gave way on Sundays 
to the gentler calls of barrel organs 
rolling out familiar repertoires. 

Distant churches answered with their bells, 
while armies of salvation ruled 
the bandstand at the centre of the children’s  world, 
far from any pogrom’s reach. 

Short-trousered boys would clatter down the  stairs 
to greet the ice-cream seller with delight. 
Some paid with coin they’d honestly obtained, 
through sale of horse manure 
for the window boxes of would-be gardeners. 

Sights and sounds of peace were not quite all 
to make the place a home for refugees 
who came from hardship in those early days. 
Friends, and the foods of eastern Europe brought 
them warmth with sustenance they craved. 

Not Odesa nor Kyiv, not Minsk, nor many more, 
but London welcomed them, and they embraced  it 
to their hearts and shared both heritage 
and toil for sanctuary that their chosen city gave. 

© 2016 Brian Burford 

Proposed Karaoke Group 
We have a suggestion for a potential new 

Group activity with Harrow u3a and whether 
enough people would be interested. Thank you to 
the many who have already replied. 

Many people have a great love of music in 
general and love to sing and it is now officially 
recognised that music is therapeutic, particularly 
in relation to memory retention. Our idea is to run 
a Karaoke session initially, say, once a month in 
which we would provide some of the equipment 
and anybody can perform any song of their 
choice if they wish. This can cover any genre of 
music from Opera to Rock’n’Roll, even rap! We 
could have group sing-a-longs for everyone to 
join in as well. We think this could be a lot of fun 
and, who knows, we may unearth some startling 
talent!  

If you would be interested in being a part of 
this Group, please click HERE to email us, or 
telephone on: 07931 447749 or 020 8950 4838 
and we will see if this can be initiated after 
September. Barrie & Sandra Berns 

 

Photography Exhibition 
The Harrow u3a Photography Group intends to 

hold an exhibition of a selection of the photos 
taken by our members. This will be in the main 
entrance corridor at the Harrow Arts Centre for 
two weeks starting 26th November until 9th 
December. We hope that you will come along to 
see our work and hope that you enjoy it. 

mailto:basa@bushey41.plus.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Karaoke
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Recent Activities 

A group of us from Harrow ventured to the East on 
10th March this year – in search of the secrets behind 
that most delicate of institutions – traditional smoked 
salmon.  We learned that our journey to the Forman site 
would normally have taken us to what is now the 2012 
Olympic running track – the site where it had stood for 
four generations, since the Forman family’s poignant 
escape from Odesa – only to be displaced by the 
building of the Olympic site to the other side of the 
river.  We were briefed in this history by the proud and 
eloquent Lance Forman, ( pictured with our organiser 
Toni Waxman)  as I said, fourth generation of the family 
to steer this ship – who told us of his journey not only 
to the new site, but also through working the political 
scene and launching Boris Johnson’s mayoral bid from 
his factory.  He was even an MEP at one stage.  It 
certainly takes a colourful character to run this ship. 

We were then kitted out in shoe covers, hair covers 
and coat covers to descend to the somewhat chilly 
factory floor, and learnt about the process of producing 
smoked salmon from catching to cutting – and Darren, 

(pictured with some large salmon) our host 
demonstrated not only these processes – but also his 
very particular sense of humour.  It may well be that 
when you spend all day cutting fish and have worked 
with Gordon Ramsey, a strong sense of humour is a 
survival technique. We learnt about the different cuts of 
salmon, the special knives used and most importantly 
how the smoking process is carried out. Darren 
demonstrated his very skilled technique of salmon 
slicing, a technique and speed of which has won him a 
Guinness World Record 

No trip of this nature would be complete without 
tasting the produce and having some take home 
goodies.  Our wonderful lunch included three types of 
smoked salmon, and a fresh salmon main course which 
left no one in any doubt why Forman’s are suppliers to 
some of the best known institutions in the world – as 
well as a supply chain through national supermarkets. 
Many of the group purchased smoked salmon and 
other fishy treats to take home. 

Claire Silverstone 

Smoking Aloud—A visit to Forman’s Smoked Salmon Factory 

  Toni Waxman with 
Lance Forman 

Darren slicing salmon  ➔ 

 

  A salmon hors 
d’oevre 

Darren talking to our 
group  ➔ 

 

All photos by 
Christine Silverstone 
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Recent Activities cont’d 
The De Havilland Aircraft Museum—29th March 2022 

A group from the u3a visited the De Havilland Museum, led by David Pashley. 
It was a marvellous morning.  We were treated to a knowledgeable guide, Lawrence, who really knew his subject 

and talked with great passion. 
We followed the story of De Havilland and saw all the early aircraft he built, usually made of wood.  They looked 

extremely flimsy and we gradually saw the innovations which were added to later craft.  Our guide explained each 
aircraft in turn so we could see how flight became more sophisticated, in a very short time. 

Judith Barnett 
 
Lawrence showed us and spoke in detail about De Havilland’s famous aircraft such as the Tiger Moth, Mosquito, 

Comet and Vampire amongst many others. The Tiger Moth, of course, became famous in WW1 and the Mosquito 
was probably the most important fighter/bomber in WW2. The Comet airliner started life as a racing plane and was 
developed into the world’s first passenger jet airliner. 

Unfortunately, I couldn’t get successful photos of the Tiger Moth, Mosquitos or Vampire because I couldn't get 
far enough away to get them in my viewfinder. Stephen Dorff 

  Lawrence telling us about the history of 
Airco in WW1, later to become De Hallivand. 

  This is a Cierva Autogyro, a precursor to 
the helicopter. 

  The first remote-controlled aircraft, the 
Queen Bee, which is why they are now known 
as drones. 

Sunday Group visit to Southwark Cathedral 
I had been looking forward to this Sunday outing as I was keen to visit Southwark Cathedral and it  was a  most 

enjoyable trip which was very well thought out and ably led. 
We met at 11.30 am at Harrow on the Hill tube station to travel to London Bridge. The area round there is seething 

with people on a Sunday, but our leader Sue Thomas  found us a 
relatively quiet place to have a snack lunch. We allowed ourselves 
about half an hour to walk round inside the Cathedral. Details 
about this Gothic Cathedral are well described on the web so I will 
only mention one prayer pinned to a wall of which I took a 
photograph (having asked permission). I found it very touching 
and starts  “Thou, O Lord, art the Helper of the helpless, the hope 
of the Hopeless.” We ended with a walk round the herb garden 
outside and a few of us sat next to Shakespeare (see photograph)  
and then had a drink and chat in the courtyard. 
The group is very friendly and welcoming and I look forward to the 
next outing. 

 Frances Howard 
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Recent Activities cont’d 

u3a Dante Course 
On Thursday afternoons from last October to February, Maurizia Trowell led a course on Dante’s Commedia 

(called Divina Commedia only after his death). Most of the course participants were also members of her Advanced 
Italian group and the course took place on Zoom. 

The focus was mainly on the Inferno, and ended with extracts from the Paradiso. Throughout the course Ranald 
Barnicot read from the translation by Robert M. Durling (OUP, 1966) which substitutes blank verse for Dante’s terza 
rima. 

It is of course somewhat unfortunate that it is the Inferno that tends to grip readers’ imaginations above the 
other two books — after all, the English adjective ‘Dantesque’ is frequently used for scenes of torment and 
desolation — since there is much more to Dante’s vision than his journey through Hell guided by his great mentor, 
the Roman poet Vergil. However, Hell is where Dante starts and it seems clear that we cannot understand Purgatory 
or Heaven without some experience of Hell first. For the mediaeval mind, it was always a distinct possibility. 

With her enthusiasm and erudition, Maurizia was an ideal leader for this course. One thing she highlighted 
constantly was the historical perspective, in terms of the confusing internecine conflicts both within the mediaeval 
Italian city states (including Dante’s own, Florence) and of one city state against another. And these conflicts were 
played out against the backdrop of the conflict for European hegemony between the Papacy, at that time a major 
territorial power within Italy, and the Holy Roman Empire. Nor did she neglect the intellectual background, referring 
to the theological disputes of the time and the literary, philosophical and rhetorical heritage. 

Too often Dante has been portrayed as a rebel who protested against the religious doctrines current in his time, 
such as eternal damnation for those guilty of nothing more than normal human frailty. This is the Romantic 
interpretation and is no more than wishful thinking. It is true that Dante was a bitter critic of the Papacy — not 
surprising given that the then current Pope, Boniface VIII, had been behind his banishment and consequent exile 
from Florence in 1302. He was never to return and died at the age of 56 in Ravenna, where he was buried. 
Nevertheless, he was a devout Christian who accepted the doctrines of the Church implicitly. This did not of course 
prevent him from expressing a certain compassion — though this is disputed — for the doomed adulterous lovers 
Paolo and Francesca of Rimini , or great respect and affection for his former teacher, Brunetto Latini, damned for 
sodomy, or a sort of admiration for the intrepid adventurer Ulysses . In this he clearly saw no contradiction. 

A feature of the course was the lively discussion towards the end of each session in which participants showed 
their great interest in and appreciation of Dante’s poetry and ideas, engaging with the text in admirable fashion. 

Also to be mentioned were two very enjoyable dinners in Italian restaurants: Piazza, Northwood, just before 
Christmas, and Terra Terra, Finchley Road, post-course. 

Ranald Barnicot and all the participants of the Group 

Beekeeping—July’s Monthly Talk 
A beekeeper for over 40 years, Barbara Dalby gave us a truly amazing 

insight into the lives of these clever little creatures. They are similar in size to 
a wasp but a different colour. She brought along a glass case and pointed 
out the Queen Bee, which has a yellow dot on her head. The term ‘Queen 
Bee’ often indicates a great life but in reality all the real one does is lay 
thousands of eggs every day.  

If stung by a honey bee, carefully prize out the sting using something flat, 
like a little knife or credit card, but do not pull as it has a barb on the end 
which releases the toxin. Bees are very territorial and the queen gives off a 
strong pheromone which permeates the hive. So, if  ‘smelly strangers’ 
attempt to infiltrate, they will be despatched very quickly. The reason 
beekeepers use smoke to calm the bees is because, if they were living in a 
tree and a fire had started, the smoke would trigger them to fill their bodies 
with honey in preparation for flight, thus inhibiting their movements and 
making them quite sluggish.  

Aerodynamic engineers loaded the dimensions of a bumble bee into a 
computer which stated categorically that it could not fly!! 

Lynne Dorff 
Barbara inspecting a bee frame 

Photo: Geoff Wolfson 
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The Platinum Jubilee 

The Knitting and Crochet for Fun group at Harrow u3a wanted to celebrate the Jubilee by creating a special 
collage. Every member has contributed, even our newer members, who only had limited previous experience. 

We used red, white and blue to symbolize the Union Jack Flag, and added silver to highlight the platinum 
aspect of celebrating Queen Elizabeth’s special year. Using wool and yarn, the collage is made up of individual 
squares knitted and crocheted using different techniques and stitches. 

Producing it was fun and we hope the collage shows our enjoyment in creating what we feel is reflective of our 
admiration for the Queen. 

 The Harrow u3a International Folk 
Dancing group presented a wonderful show at 
Harrow Arts Centre and the public happily 
joined in. 

 
 Harrow u3a Choir gave a spirited 

rendition of several popular songs. 
 
All photos by Stephen Dorff 

Several groups from Harrow u3a took part in the Platinum Jubilee celebrations at Harrow Arts Centre . 
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The Platinum Jubilee 

Public interest in the Sustainability & 
Climate Change group’s display at 
Harrow Arts Centre. 

Photos: Helen Maylan 

Tips for the Environment 
Public transport access to Harrow Arts Centre 

As we go to press we do not know how the parking arrangements at HAC could change in the future, but we do 
know that it is much more beneficial to our environment if we forsake our car and use public transport. Hatch End is 
well served with a frequent train service, and with three convenient bus services. 

Hatch End station has a service every 15 minutes from Watford, Wealdstone, Kenton and beyond, and is 5 
minutes walk away. 

The bus services passing the site are the H12 from Stanmore and Harrow Weald, or from Pinner and South 
Harrow, and the H14 from NPH and Harrow, both every 8 – 12 minutes. 

The 182 bus from Sudbury, Harrow and Wealdstone terminates in Uxbridge Road 5 minutes walk away, and runs 
every 7 – 10 minutes. 

And of course we can use our Freedom Pass after 9 a.m. and have a free journey! 
Sustainability & Climate Change Group 

Erecting communications mast in St 
James’s Park the week prior to the 
Jubilee celebrations 

Photos: Stephen Dorff 
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Cryptic Crossword 
ACROSS 
6 Bisects banana? (6)  
7 Cosmetic item from the rim of a cup and a 

baton (8) 
9 Eccentrically, use a hole for a place to get a 

drink (3,5)  
10 Crowbar, say, for quitter (6) 
11 Blackburn, Bristol and Doncaster come back to 

famous 9A (6,6) 
12 Take ship round to wear these (6) 
15 Try some bass clef for tenors (6) 
17 Think! Are you fit? As a whole it's quite 

important (12) 
20 9A just arrived in store, we hear (3,3) 
21 Break into a chant with potato dish in the 

middle. That's great! (8) 
22 Environmentally aware male may visit this 9A 

(5,3) 
DOWN 
1 Could this 9A transport you to the moon? (6) 
2 Polygraph sounds least heavy (8) 
3 Concerns may cause us simply to be held back 

(6) 
4 Show of appreciation for fruit exhibited around 

Australia (8) 
5 Try very hard to filter (6) 
7 Free noble ions change the local flighty hero 

(5,8) 

8 Reportedly a bird but not so dear (7) 
13 Drink under pressure – crazy to be Greek (3,4) 
14 They mean the same when endless church 

council gets New York manuscript (8) 
16 Plumes, could be three, but definitely a 9A in 

Westminster (8) 
17 Adding reversed property to chromium leads 

to offences (6) 
18 Deletes part of the RA session (6) 
19 Itched to disconnect dongle (6) 
 

Crossword No. 98 
Compiled by Harrow u3a Cryptic Crossword Group 
Answers on page 16 

 
We have no idea if we are pitching our 
compilation at too high or too low a level because 
we receive no feedback. If you do try our 
crossword and would like to comment, please do 
so! All comments are welcome, even the 
derogatory ones!!  
Please click HERE to contact Lucille Balkin on email. 

mailto:thebalkins@yahoo.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Crossword
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Tours & Visits 
T & V Committee 

TMB Theresa Murray-Bates 

IF YOU WISH TO ENQUIRE ABOUT ANY TOUR OR VISIT  

PLEASE CLICK HERE  

to contact Jack Kushner who will redirect the query  
to the relevant person. 

J/MB Judith & Malvern Barnett 

PB Pat Bays 

JK Jack Kushner 

MM Mary Morgan 

DP David Pashley 

S/ER Sylvia & Edgar Ring 

CR Claire Silverstone 

TW Toni Waxman 

If you are a wheelchair user and/or need assistance with mobility, please ensure you discuss this with 
the Tour Organiser before you book an outing, so that your needs can be accommodated. We will do our 
best to make appropriate arrangements, but please be aware that this may not always be possible. 

TO BOOK AN OUTING, first please contact the Organiser of that particular trip to check availability. Their 
colour-coded initials will be shown in the published details of the outing and their contact details are in the table 
above. 

You will then fill in the relevant tear-off slip and send it together  with a cheque payable to HARROW u3a TOURS 
AND VISITS to the address noted on the slip. It may also be necessary to send a stamped addressed envelope. You 
will be required to send a separate cheque for each outing. 

For those events near to the date of publication of the Newsletter, it may sometimes be necessary to issue early 
notification of an outing by email. To avoid disappointment of finding that an event is fully booked after you have 
read about it in the Newsletter, we will send early details via Beacon. Some tickets will be held back for those 
members not on email. 

COVID: Owing to the remaining presence of covid, we request that you take a lateral flow test during the 
24  hours prior to the outing. It may also be necessary to wear a mask on a coach or at an event. 

BOOKING CONDITIONS: Only paid-up members of Harrow u3a are entitled to attend any outing. Spouses or 
Partners must also be members of Harrow u3a 

CANCELLATIONS: Where we are able to re-sell your ticket, we will make a refund less an administration charge. 
Tickets will always be offered in the first place to members on a waiting list for the outing. 

DISCLAIMER: Please note that only trips advertised in our Newsletter or paid via Harrow u3a are under the 
auspices of Harrow u3a. Harrow u3a and the Organisers cannot be responsible for any loss or injury, however 
caused. 

An important message to all Members  
and Group Leaders 

Please remember to switch off mobile phones or select “silent ring” during lectures, talks and other activities. 
Ringing and bleeping are very distracting to other members. Please also refrain from using tablets with a stylus or 
any other gadgets that can create a noise which could disturb the concentration of members. 

If you are participating in a Zoom or similar “virtual” meeting, please ensure that your microphone is muted at all 
times. Please unmute only if you are invited to ask a question or make a comment, and please remember to re-
mute afterwards. 

If a member is not well, has been in hospital, or they have not attended meetings for a while, let me know so that I 
can check on their welfare. Please do not remove them from your register until we know if they will be returning. 
Also, please let me know if a member has been bereaved. 

Susan Field, Members’ Liaison Officer, 01923 819162, or click HERE to email. 

mailto:j.kushner17@gmail.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20T&V
mailto:susanj.field@ntlworld.com?subject=Harrow%20u3a%20Members'%20Liaison
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Tours & Visits cont’d 

Wednesday 12th October—Visit to Bentley Priory 
Enjoy a local day out where you can drive your own car, or take the local bus!  
We are going to Bentley Priory, in Stanmore, the place that played a pivotal role in the 1940 Battle of Britain. 

Originally a private home, Bentley Priory was the Headquarters of Fighter Command, after being a girls’ school, 
before the Ministry bought the property in 1926. 

We arrive at 10.30 a.m. for a guided tour of the Priory. Wheelchairs are available, and there are lifts between 
floors, as well as a garden where you can sample the delights of the café (weather permitting!). There is also an 
audio tour and film, lasting 55minutes, for those who wish to know more.  

For those arriving by bus, the 142 and 258 pass by the Priory. For car drivers, please use Sat Nav HA7 3HT. There 
is ample free parking. 

Cost £9.00 per person 

Thursday 1st December – Visit to Winchester Cathedral & Christmas Market  
Join us for a very festive visit to Winchester and the Christmas market. Discover one of the finest medieval 

Cathedrals in Europe.  With a captivating history and magnificent architecture Winchester Cathedral has been a 
living place of worship and welcome for over 900 years. 

The Christmas market is held in the grounds of the Cathedral. The market has an assortment of, among other 
things, gifts, arts and crafts and food chalets. There are approximately 118 chalets to look at and to tempt you  

The coach will pick us up at Harrow Arts Centre, Uxbridge Road, by the side of Morrisons, at 9:00 a.m. 
Cost £24.00 including coach and gratuities 

S/ER 

Thursday 22nd September—Concert at Cadogan Hall 
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra 

Conductor: Anu Tali   Piano: Isata Kanneh-Mason 
The concert begins with Tchaikovsky’s popular Romeo & Juliet Fantasy Overture.   The Orchestra’s 

new Artist-in-Residence Isata Kanneh-Mason will be performing Clara Shuman’s Piano Concerto. Also 
included in the programme is Part’s ‘Fratrea’ followed by Sibelius Symphony No.3. 

Coach will depart from Sherbourne Place, Stanmore at 16.15 and from the side of Morrisons, Hatch End 
at 16.30. 

Cost £44.00 including coach and gratuities.  Please phone to reserve your place before sending your 
cheque made payable to Harrow u3a Tours & Visits together with the tear-off slip. Tickets will be 
distributed on the coach.  JK/TW 

PB 

Wednesday 30h November at 7.30pm — The Upstart Crow 
Apollo Theatre, Shaftesbury Avenue 

The Upstart Crow is a new comedy by Ben Elton based on the popular BBC sitcom of the same name. The 
Upstart Crow returns to the West End stage with David Mitchell playing Will Shakespeare and Gemma Whelan as 
his landlady Kate. ‘A hit, a hit, an implausible hit’ (Independent). 

The year is 1605 and Will Shakespeare has to produce two plays that will bolster his reputation with both (new) 
King James and the country—which is no mean task. 

The coach will depart from Sherbourne Place, Stanmore at 4.30pm and from the side of Morrison’s, Hatch End at 
4.45pm. 

The cost of £63 includes the theatre ticket, coach travel and gratuities. Please phone to reserve your place 
before sending your cheque made payable to Harrow u3a Tours & Visits, together with the tear-off slip. 

16 tickets are in the Grand Circle and there are 41 stairs to reach this part of the theatre. There are 4 seats in the 
Dress Circle. Whilst these seats have a restricted view of the stage there are only 4 stairs to climb to reach them. If 
you would like to sit in the Dress Circle please mention this when you ring to reserve your seat. TMB 
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Tours & Visits cont’d 

Sunday 11th December at 2pm – Sadler’s Wells 
Matthew Bourne’s Sleeping Beauty 

It is 10 years since the highly successful premier of Matthew Bourne’s Sleeping Beauty at Sadler’s Wells. During 
that time this ballet has become a very popular version of this well-loved fairy tale. The ballet is a firm favourite in 
the New Adventures repertoire. New Adventures is a dance company originally formed by Matthew Bourne and a 
group of dancers from the Laban Centre. The ballet’s beautiful score combined with dramatic story telling, 
sumptuous sets and costumes transports the audience from the Edwardian age to the modern day as Aurora, the 
Sleeping Beauty, searches for her Prince. 

The coach will depart from Sherbourne Place, Stanmore at 12..15pm and from the side of Morrison’s, Hatch End 
at 12..30pm. 

The cost of £54 includes the theatre ticket, coach travel and gratuities. Please phone to reserve your place 
before sending your cheque made payable to Harrow u3a Tours & Visits, together with the tear-off slip.  

TMB 

Monday 12th-Friday 16th September 
Extended 5 Day Coach Tour to Shropshire 

We will be staying at the Holiday Inn, Telford-Ironbridge; 4 nights half board; 5 days coach services. 
Day 1, Monday: Travel to hotel with en-route stop at Warwick Castle. 
Other visits will include: 
National Memorial Arboretum with 50 minute land train ride 
Guided tour of Lichfield Cathedral and free time in Lichfield 
Single journey on Severn Valley Railway from Bridgnorth to Bewdley  Free time in Bewdley 
River cruise in Shrewsbury  Admission to Blists Hill Victorian Village 
Day 5, Friday: Return travel with en-route stop at Baddesley Clinton (National Trust) 

Price per person (sharing twin/double room) is £669.00; Single room supplement - £107.00  

Price includes entry to all venues except National Trust; if you are a member and bring your card you are not 
charged. If you are not a NT member you will have to pay on the day. Price also includes gratuities. 

For more information and brochure please contact Pat Bays PB 

Tuesday 25th October—Lunch at Brixton Clink Restaurant 
After the success of our visits to the Clink Restaurant at HMP High Down and HMP Brixton, we are again going to 

visit Brixton prison. 
Prisoners work in the restaurant as part of the Charity’s Five Step Programme – recruit, train, support, employ 

and mentor.  Trainees work a 40-hour week whilst working towards gaining nationally recognised NVQs in food 
service and food preparation before returning to the prison each evening. 

All visitors must provide a current passport, photographic driving license or Freedom pass. You will be required 
to have your photograph taken and maybe subject to a routine search as at an airport.  Please do not bring more 
than £50 in cash and no bags of any description, nor mobile phones or cameras will be allowed into the prison. 

Our previous outings to High Down and Brixton were enjoyed by all so we hope those that join us for this outing 
will enjoy their meal and the friendly ambience (once you’re through security!) again. 

Coach 10.45am from Sherbourne Place, Stanmore and from 11.00am from the side of Morrisons. 

Cost:    NOTE: Cost and coach times to be confirmed DP 

Across: 6 Splits; 7 Lip-stick; 9 Ale House (anagram); 10 Leaver (sounds like); 11 Rovers Return; 12 S-kate-s (anagram); 15 Effort (hidden); 17 
Consider-able; 20 New Inn (sounds like); 21 S-mash-ing; 22 Green Man 

Down: 1 Apollo; 2 Lightest (sounds like); 3 Issues (reverse hidden); 4 Appl-aus-e; 5 Strain; 7 Leefe Robinson (anagram); 8 Cheaper (sounds like); 13 
Keg Beer (anagram); 14 Syno(d)-ny-ms; 16 Feathers; 17 Cr-imes (reverse); 18 Erases (hidden); 19 Longed (anagram) 

 Crossword No. 98 

Crossword Answers 
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Harrow u3a Notices 

NEW MEMBERS: 
For all enquiries regarding membership, please contact our 

Enquiries Officer — see contact details above. 

EXISTING MEMBERS: 
Please remember to inform the Membership Secretaries if 

you change your address, phone number, email address, etc. 
— see contact details above. 

CAR PARKING 

Please park within the parking lines at 
Harrow Arts Centre and PLEASE DO NOT 
block the ramp to the Hatch End Suite 

and DO NOT park in a disabled bay 
unless you display a blue badge. 

At the time of publication, visitors to 
Harrow Arts Centre are permitted to 
park in MORRISON'S supermarket car 

park with no time restriction or charge. 
This situation may change and Harrow 

u3a committee will keep members 
informed. 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Harrow u3a, 5 Furham Feild, Hatch End, Pinner, HA5 4DX 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Life President: Georgina Butcher 

Chair Anne Gerrard 

IF YOU WISH TO CONTACT ANY COMMITTEE MEMBER 

PLEASE CLICK HERE  

then select the person you wish to contact. 

Vice-Chair Georgina Butcher 

Hon. Secretary Lynne Dorff 

Hon. Treasurer Krutsna Buddhdev 

Membership Team 
Howard Greenwood 
Matthew Bennett 
Carol d’Souza 

Study Group Co-ordinator Panna Raithatha 

Publicity Officer vacant 

Speakers’ Secretary Helen West 

Enquiries Officer Sheilah Lowe 

Members’ Liaison Officer Susan Field 

Diary Administrator Anne Gerrard 

Premises Officer Alison Tanna 

Web Editor  Tony Kaye 

Non-Committee Members:  

 Tours and Visits Jack Kushner 

 Newsletter Editor  Stephen Dorff 

 Beacon Administrator Kathy Westhead 

The Committee would be grateful if members would confine phone calls to weekdays between 9am and 6pm. 
Thank you for your co-operation. 

http://www.harrowu3a.co.uk/management.html
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Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 
WEEKLY 

Art Mixed Media 
Workshop 

Art Studio 

Fitness Training 

Table Tennis 

Beginners’ Cryptic 
Crosswords 

Current Affairs 1,3,4 

Current Affairs 2,6 

Choir 

Embroidery 

International Folk 
Dancing 

Knitting & Crochet for 
Fun 

Maths 

Life Studio 

Water-Colour Art 
Class 

Yoga 

Portrait Drawing & 
Painting 

2-WEEKLY 
Chair Yoga 

Creative Writing 

Creative Writing 

Spanish Advanced 

Spanish Advanced 

Spanish Intermediate 

Tea Time French 

Water-Colour 
Workshop 

Water-Colour & Oils 
Workshop 

French Advanced 

Grammar 

German Conversation 
Advanced 

Intermed. Spanish 

Grammar 4th Year 

Italian Advanced 

Latin for Beginners 

Literary Discussion 2 

Portuguese Advanced 

Portuguese Beginners / 
Intermediate 

American Presidents 

Ancient Greek 

Classic Novels Reading 

Group 

Cryptic Crosswords 

Cryptic Crosswords 

Current Affairs 5 

French Conversation 

Jazz Appreciation 

Latin Advanced 

Literary Discussion 1 

Opera 

Arts & Crafts 

Dante’s Devine 

Comedy 

French Conversation 
Advanced 

History of Modern 
Europe 1789-1918 

Photography 

Psychology of 
Everyday Life 

Magic of Musicals 

Virgil’s Aeneid 

4-WEEKLY/MONTHLY 
Beginners’ Cookery 

Family History 

History 

Philosophy 

Sustainability & 
Climate Change 

Cookery  

 

 

 

 

Classical Music 
Appreciation 

Garden Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Book Club 

Comparisons in Music 

Comparisons in Music 

Country Walks 

Free Dance 

Middlebrow Book 
Club 

Monthly Speakers’ 
Meetings 

Patchwork, Appliqué 
& Quilting 

 

Diary — Daily Summary — Autumn 2022 

MONTHLY: SUNDAY:  Sunday Group 
NOTES: 
Check full details of all times and locations in the detailed Diary. 
Bold type indicates “live” classes held at Harrow Arts Centre or other locations. Some Covid 
restrictions may still be in place depending on circumstances at the time. If this is not possible, 
the groups may continue on Zoom.  
Italic type indicates groups using electronic devices and applications 
such as Zoom, Skype, WhatsApp, or similar, or by phone and/or email. 
Bold italic type indicates “hybrid” - live meetings combined with Zoom 
for those who cannot attend in person. 
Any class or group may be cancelled at short notice. Please watch out 
for communication from your Group Leader about this. 
Some Monday and Friday classes may not occur due to public holidays. 
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